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The following resolutions were discussed in detail by the Board and approved unanimously:
"RESOLVED THAT Master Green Energy Limited. a company incorporated under the la% of
Pakistan with its principal office located at 82-C-I Gulberg Ill. Lahore. Punjab. Pakistan (the
Company), be and is hereby authorized. to file tariff petition. unconditionally accept any noticed
upfront tariff or to file review petition and ancillary applications for any announced upfront or
determined tariff issued by National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRAI in respect of
its 100 MW wind based power plant to be located at Jhimpir. Thatta (the Project). and in relation
thereto enter into and execute all required documents. make all filings and pay all applicable fees.
in each case, of any nature whatsoever as required."

"FL RTHER RESOLVED THAT Mr. Shahzad Malik. director of the Company he and is hereby
authorized to sign all documents including tariff petitions. review petitions if any and tile
unconditional acceptance of upfront tariff determination. pay all filing fees. appear before NEPRA
and provide any information required by NEPRA in respect of the Project, and do all acts and
things necessary. processing. completion and finalization of the aforementioned petition."
"AND FL RTHER RESOLVED THAT Mr. Shahzad Malik. director of the Company be and is hereby
authorized to delegate all or any of the above powers in respect of the foregoing to any other
officials of the Company as deemed appropriate."
FOR AND ON BEHALF OF
MASTER GREEN ENERGV LIMITED
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BEFORE THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC POWER REGULATORY AUTHORITY

DAVIT
A Ilidav it of Mr. Shahzad Malik. director of M/s. Master Green Energy Limited. 82-C-1 Gulberg 111.
Lahore. Punjab. Pakistan.
I. the ahovenamed Deponent. do hereby solemnly affirm and declare that:
I.

I am the Director of M/s. Master Green Lnergv Limited. 82-C-1 Gulberg Ill. Lahore. Punjab.
Pakistan.
fine contents of the accompanying motion for leave for review, by the full strength of the
Authority under Rule 16(6) of the Tariff Standards and Procedure Rules. 1998 including all
supporting documents are true and comet to the best of my knowledge and belief and the
nothing material or relevant thereto has been concealed or withheld therefrom.
I also affirm that all further documentation and information to be provided by me in connection
with the albresaid motion for leave for review shall be true and correct to the best of my
knovv ledge and belief.

‘EPONENT
VERIFICATION
It is hereby verified on solemn affirmation at Lahore. Pakistan on July
2015 that the contents of
the above Affidavit arc true and correct to the best of in) knovkl6dge and belief and that nothing material
or relc ant thereto has been concealed or %%ithhcld therefrom.
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• Mr. Shahzsd Malik (Authorised Representative)
Director.
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2.

GROUNDS FOR MOTION FOR LEAVE FOR REVIB1

2.1

Master Green Energy Limited NIGEL). submitted its Intervention Rea
(the
Intenention Request; before the National Electrical Power and Regulatory Authority
(the Authority) in connection with the ads ertisement dated April 3. 2015 relating to the
new ly proposed upfront tariff for wind power projects.

2.2

During the public hearing held by the Authority on April 16. 2015 (Public Hearing). the
Authority. permitted MGEL. On June 24. 2015. the Authority determined the new upfront
w ind tariff (the Tariff Determination).
The Tariff Determination refers to MGEL as
Intervener No. 14.

2.3

Follow ing the Tariff Determination. pursuant to Rule 16(6) of the National Electric
Power Regulatory Authority (Tariff Standards And Procedure) Rules. 1998 (the Tariff
Standards and Procedure Rules). read Stith the provisions of the Regulation of
Generation. Transmission and Distribution of Electric Power Act. 1997 (XL of 1997) (the
NEPRA Act) and the Rules and Regulations made thereunder and the Federal
Government's Policy for Des elopment of Renewable Energy For Power Generation 2006
and the Guidelines For Determination of Tariff For Wind Power Generation 2006
(hereinafter collectively the Guidelines & Policies) and for the grounds given below.
NI LiEL is filing this Motion for Leave for Review (the
Motion for Leave for Review).
before the Authority within the prescribed time limit (as per the statutory description.
within ten (10) days of the service of final determination of the Authority ). to object to
certain key points stated in the Tariff Determination. Since the deadline for filing this
Motion for Leave for Review fell on a weekend (if service is considered as date of the
Tariff Determination). we are filing this Motion for Leave for Res iew on the next
succeeding Business Day (i.e. Monday July 6. 2015). which should be considered within
the deadline as per the general rule for interpretation under our laws. We ask for the
Authority's reconsideration in respect of certain key points (discussed below ).

2.4

We take this opportunity to direct the Authority's attention to Regulation 3(2) of the
National Electric Power Regulators Authority (Review Procedure) Regulations. 2009
(Review Procedure Regulations). The said Regulation states that:
"any party aggrieved from any order of the Authority and who from the discover)•
of new and important matter of evidence or on account of some mistake or error
apparent on the face of record or from am. other sufficient reasons may file a
motion seeking review of such order".
It is arguable that Regulation 3(2) of the Review Procedure Regulations is open to
challenge. in that, it restricts operative provision. namely. Rule 1616) of the Tariff
Standards and Procedure Rules. by limiting the grounds for review. Nonetheless. if the
Authority considers Regulation 3(2) of the Review Procedure Regulations as acceptable.
we respectfully submit that the third ground for rev iew (i.e. -anv other sufficient
reasons-) is wide enough to provide the basis for this Motion for Leave for Review.
Further. by virtue of the amendments made to the Review Procedure Regulations. the
follow ing definition of a 'party' has been included.
party means a party to am• order or decision of ,VEPRA or a person who
participated in the proceedings for tariff determination as 'intervener' and it
includes a party to the power purchase contract approved by NEP RA."
Since MGEL participated in the Tariff Determination process as an 'intervener' and
MGEL's name is also listed in the list of interveners set out in the Tariff Determination.
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NIGEL shall be considered as a necessary party for purposes of the Res iew Procedure
Regulations and hence NIGEL is fully empowered by the rein ant laws to file the present
%lotion for Leave for Review against the Tariff Determination. Additionally:. it is
emphasised that the NEPRA Act allows all stakeholders to punicipaie in the process for
determination of a tariff and the Authority is required to consider and give vs eightage to
the comments and inputs provided by all stakeholders while preparing and finalising a
Tariff Determination. As such. each of the grounds discussed below should be taken into
consideration by the Authority. which grounds were also presented by NIGEL and
various other infer eners during the Public Hearing.
2.3

Each of the grounds for the \lotion for Leave for Res ins have been elaborated upon in
Section 3 to Section II) helms and such grounds consist of the following heads:
Benefits: Energy Security at Low•Cost;
(ii)

Capacity Factor:

(iii)

LIBOR Spread:

I iv I

Sinosure Coverage:

I
Ix i)

Time for Opting Upfront Tariff:
Construction Period:

Ivii) Conditions for Tariff: and
(viii) Withholding Tax on Dix idends.
2.6

We request that NIGEL be allowed to submit additional evidence and further submissions
in relation to this Motion for Leave for Rev iew. if the same are required by the Authority.

2.7

Further. we would be pleased to proside any further information. clarification or
explanation that may be required by the Authority during the evaluation process.
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3.

BENEFITS: ENERGI SECT HIT) AT LI:A% -COST

3.1

Energy security has remained a major concern for Pakistan for over two decades w ith
continued increase in reliance on imported fossil fuels as the primary source of energy
production. The issue became undeniable when the spike in international crude oil prices
from 2008 till mid-2014 made it nearly impossible for Pakistan State Oil IPSO) to foot
its oil bill — largest portion of w hick was attributable to oil purchases necessitated by oil
requirements of thermal power plants.

3.2

While this was mitigated to a certain extent by an increase in local energy prices (which
in turn resulted in a significant increase in local inflation) the burden on the exchequer of
the outward flow of funds was felt throughout the economy w ith the Rupee depreciating
against the Dollar — from PKR 601.:SD in 2008 to PKR 103/USD (hitting its highest
level of PKR 112/LISD).

3.3

In the present situation where oil prices have gradually begun increasing. imported coal is
being promoted as an alternate to liquid fuels as a primary source for power generation
while similar to liquid fuels coal prices are also slow ly inching their way hack to normal
levels. renewable energy projects which promote utilisation of Pakistan's indigenous
resources are ideal for a 'bright' future for Pakistan.

3.4

The decrease in tariff recorded for wind power projects makes a case on its own. Wind
power projects promote use of Pakistan's indigenous resources at a price which makes
them comparable to large hydropower projects while haying minimal implications for the
exchequer — applicable only in the case of foreign financer projects and that too restricted
to the loan repayment period i.e. first 10 years.

3.5

Minor tweaking of the present upfront tariff announced by the Authority will not only
help promote this sector but will also allow the Authority to reduce the overall basket
price of the end consumer tariff.
Therefore, the Authority is requested to kindly consider allowing the requests
submitted herewith in the best interest of the nation and enforce investment in the
transmission network for evacuation of power generated by this low-cost indigenous
source of energy generation.
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CAPACIT1 FACTOR
(Reference paragraph tit on pages 44 - 45 of the Tariff Determination)
4.1

As per the Tariff Determination. the Authority has determined a 35% net annual plant
capacity factor for the upfront tarilf allowed through the Tariff Determination. A 35% net
annual capacity factor (i.e. a 12.9% increase over the prey ious capacity factor of 31% in
the 2013 upfront tariff) appears to he on the higher side and is likely to render existing
and future wind power projects opting for the upfront tariff non-bankable. This is because
lenders require the project to achiese a probability of exceedence factor MI) of P90 in
order for them to finance the project. A PI' of P90. for example. implies that the project is
expected to achiese the forecasted energy yield (or higher energy yield) at least 90% of
the time. Energy yields at P90 levels imply capacity factors in the range of 26% to 30%.
depending on carious external factors such as historical wind speeds. uncertainties.
turbine technology. etc. The capacity factor assumed by NEPRA i.e. 35% appears to hat e
been determined based on a P60'1170 level - which means there is only a 60% or 70%
chance that the proposed energy y ield will be achieved - on which basis no lender would
he st illing to finance a project.

4.2

Es en the studies conducted in Pakistan in areas with the highest at ailability of wind
estimate maximum capacity at around 35%. which capacity factor is based on expensive
and higher efficiency equipment being used in ideal conditions. However. since this is a
maximum estimate. it should not be made a benchmark or minimum standard for the
purposes of the Tariff Determination. This is because a number of factors come into play
while determining the capacity factor for a particular project. For example. the climatic
conditions. temperatures. wind density. dust and pollution. etc. all have a hearing on the
capacity of a wind power project. Given the high summer temperatures in the range of 45
to 47 Celsius in the Jhimpir region of Sindh. the efficiency of the wind turbines is
reduced as even the latest turbines has e their efficient running temperatures up to 40
Celsius only. Further. based on the data av ailable. the presently operational wind power
projects in Pakistan have also not been able to achieve capacity factors beyond 31% on a
sustainable basis.

4.3

While it is admitted that there hat e been some technological improvements at Cr the past
few y ears resulting in achievement of higher capacity factors. the Authority would no
doubt appreciate that on average the efficiencies of wind turbines being used across the
world hate only increased 11) about 5% to 7% in the last six to eight years. Therefore.
there appears to be no justification for increasing the capacity' factor by over 12.9% (i.e.
from 31% to 35%) over a span of onlytwo years. Such a move will certainly discourage
potential investors from investing in wind power projects in Pakistan and works against
the got emment's commitment to address the energy crisis.

4.4

It is submitted that almost all inters eners raised the capacity factor issue in their
respective intervention requests and at the time of the Public Hearing and none of them
proposed that a capacity factor in excess of 33% should be approved by the Authority. It
is. respectfully submitted that all such submissions made by various interveners and
commentators during the Public Hearing process and others ke were based on certain
empirical grounds. studies conducted or present past experiences. Moreover, the
Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB). through its follow-up comments
submitted to the Authority after the Public Hearing. observed that:
In view of .4EDB analysis on annual energy yield. research of Global Business
Intelligence and International Renewable Energy Agency's report title
"Renewable Power Generation Costs in 2014". AEDB is of the view that, the
proposed capacity factor of 38% may not be achieved at P90 probability
exceedance level for the wind farm sites within the Gharo-Ketibandar wind
corridor in Sindh. It is expected that a capacity factor between 31-33% may be
achieved at P90 probability exceedance level using the assumptions of technical
consultants of Lenders IPPs."
The above submissions made by the AEDB (along with similar submissions made by the
other interseners) are also acknowledged by the Authority in the Tariff Determination.

As such. it is unclear as to how the Authority has reached the conclusion of setting the net
annual capacity factor of 35% as none of the comments submissions of various
stakeholders suggested a capacity factor beyond 33%. In this regard it is submitted that
the SEPRA Act and the various rules and regulations thereunder require the Authority to
solicit comments 'inputs from the public and stakeholders and to consider such comments
and input while issuing a tariff determination. In the present circumstances it appears that
the Authority has failed to give the required and due consideration to the comments filed
by various inteneners and commentators. including the AEDB.
4.5

It is further submitted that even during the process of determination of the previous
upfront tarn the Authority had taken into consideration and gave due weightage to the
comments from the various stakeholders (including the AEDB) while arriving at its final
determination. In this regard we would like to quote from paragraphs 10 and II of the
previous upfront tariff determination of 2013 as follow- s:
"111. The Authority has noted that net annual plant capacity factor of 31% was
considered in the draft upfront tariff proposal, on the basis of information
provided by AEDB regarding average of projected generation on actual
wind speeds. for 13 wind power generation companies that had received
tariff from the Authority. AEDB had submitted that this information was
based on calculations done by R1SOE (independent international consultant
hired by AED81..."
I I. The Authority has considered the arguments detailed in the preceding
paragraph in conjunction with the arguments of the stakeholders and is of
the opinion that for making the project risk return profile fair, the draft
upfront tariff proposal on this issue needs to be modified. Accordingly the
Authority has decided that the upfront tariff will be limited to the extent of
net annual energy generation supplied to the power purchaser upto 31% net
annual plant capacity faCtor..."
It is clear from the above that the Authority gave due consideration and weightage to the
comments and observations of the various stakeholders during the process of determining
the previous upfront tariff. Moreover. the Authority had considered a net annual capacity.
factor 0131% to he just and fair for the purposes of the previous upfront tariff As such. it
is unclear as to how an increase in the same rate from 31% to 35% in a span of only two
years can he termed as 'just' and fair'. particularly when all stakeholders and
commentators have indicated that the rate should be between 31% and 33% and even the
technological improvements do not merit the increase proposed by the Authority.
In view of the above submissions, it is requested that the Authority reconsiders its
proposal of a net annual rapacity factor of 35% and based on inter alio the above
grounds reduces the some to anywhere between 31% and 33%. This would ensure an
improvement in the capacity factor of approximately 5% to 7% from else previous
upfront tariff and would also attract investors desirous of investing in wind power
projects. Moreover, the slabs for higher efficiencies prescribed by the Authority should
be maintained as the same also encourage developers to use better quality equipment.
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5.

LIBOR SPREAD
(Reference paragraph Iv on page 49 of the Tariff Determination)

5.1

As per the Tariff Determination. the Authorits has decided to allow. in respect of interest
rates relating to projects with foreign financing. a 4.50% spread over 3 months LIBOR.
In this regard it is highlighted that while the economic outlook of Pakistan may hate
improved slight!) in the recent past. foreign lenders are still not willing to allow a spread
below 5.00% to 5.50%. This is because Pakistan is still faced with various problems.
including the issues of circular debt and constant delays in payment cycles of power
projects. which problems compel the lenders to demand for a higher spread. It is
submitted that even the International Finance Corporation. while providing its comments
at the Public Hearing. submitted that a spread of 4.50% over LIBOR is very low and the
Authority should at least consider a spread of 5.00% Os er LIBOR in order to attract
foreign- financing. The IFC has also stated that no international commercial hank w ill he
illing finance a project at a spread below 5.00% or 5.50% over LIBOR.

5.2

The Authorits would appreciate that all projects that were able to achieve financial close
under the previous upfront tariff (Le. only 7 or 8 projects) were either financed by local
banks or multilateral agencies and none of them availed financing from international
commercial banks. It would no doubt he appreciated that multilaterals have a different
risk assessment of a country and are general!) w illing to finance projects at lowers rates
as compared to international commercial banks. However. if the Authorits desires to
encourage further expansion in the development of wind power in Pakistan. future project
developers will has e to approach international commercial banks for financing since
there is a limit to which multilaterals and local banks w ill finance further wind power
projects in Pakistan. Therefore. the Authorits should allow a palatable spread over
LIBOR (i.e. of 5.00% to 5.50%) in order to encourage the rapid development of wind
power projects.

5.3

It may also he noted that the Eurobond issued b) the Gm emment of Pakistan last year
carried a coupon rate of 7.25% for a file year maturity and 8.25% for a ten year maturity.
Therefore. no international financial institution would be willing to invest in a power
project thit ciclds rates of return lower than those offered by the Government of Pakistan
in the international bond market - panicularls since there are greater risks associated
ith power projects in Pakistan ow ing to the circular debt and payment issues.
In view of the above submissions, it is requested that the Authority reconsiders its
proposal of a spread of 4.50% over 3 months LIBOR and allows projects opting for the
upfront tariff a spread of at least 5.00% over LIBOR, which is in line with the
minimum agreed by international financial institutions in recent projects.
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6.

SIAOSt RE COVERAGE
(Reference paragraph Iv) on page 49 of the Tariff Determination)

6.1

As per the Tariff Determination. the Authority has not allowed the costs and fee§
associated with Sinosurc and other export credit agencies as part of the project costs or as
a pass-through item in the upfront tariff. It may be appreciated that most project
deselopers intend to seek financing from international financial institutions. including
Chinese and European financial institutions. operating in countries from which
machinery is being sourced. which financing is available as long as the same is secured
by their respective export credit agencies. This is because there are a number of risks
associated with Pakistan that the international financial institutions consider and seek to
protect themselves against such risks before lending money to projects in Pakistan. For
example. as standard practice Chinese financial institutions require Sinosurc to provide
insurance coverage. etc. against all debt pros ided to projects/companies outside of their
home country.

6.2

It is highlighted that the only justification that the Authority has given for not allowing
the Sinosure or other export credit agency insurances is that the same was not allowed in
the previous upfront tariff and still projects achieved financial close. In response to the
Authority 's justification it is again stressed that if the government and the Authority
desire to rapidly expand the wind power sector in Pakistan. project developers would
have to approach international commercial banks (secured through export credit
agencies) in order to finance their projects as there is a limit to which local banks and
multilaterals would finance further projects. The Authority's justification would only
Work if the objective is to only set-up a limited number of wind power projects. through
only local and multilateral financing — a proposition that would be contrary to the
government's objectives and goals to des clop the wind power sector.

6.3

In addition, it is submitted that s arious other upfront tariffs recently issued by the
Authority also allow Sinosure coverage and coverage by other international export credit .
agencies as part of the project costs. In this regard. we would like to quote from various
other tarifIdeterminations as follows:
Upfront Generation Tariff for Solar PI' Power Plants doted May 23, 2013:
"7 SI.VOSGRE FEE

7.1 According to the stakeholders. Sinosure fee is missing in the tariff and needs to
be built in the tariff .4 number of projects especially large-scale are seeking
funding from Chinese financial institutions and a condition for financing these
projects is that financial institutions are required to obtain coverage from the
China Export Credit it Insurance Corporation ISINOSUREj for specific risks.
The premium in such a case is a significant cost which has been recently
recognized and allowed by .VEPRA in the upfront tariff for coal power projects
as a valid project cost. Accordingly it was requested to allow SI.VORRE
fee premium /where applicable) as a project cost either through classification
as a pass-through item or a corresponding adjustment in the upfront tariff.
7.2 The .4uthority has considered the stakeholders request and noted that during the
proceedings for determining the upfront tariff none of the stakeholders raised
this issue. Since the stakeholders have now raised this issue and the Authority in
coal. LNG and hydro upfront tariffs. has provided the Sinosure fee: therefore on
the basis of principle of equity fairness and justice, the provision of Sinosure fee
to solar power projects under the upfront tariff is justified. Accordingly. the
Authority has decided to allow the Sinosure fee for the solar power projects
under the upfront tariff In case Sinosure fee or export credit agency fee on
foreign financing is parable. the benchmark established in the coal upfront
tariff will be applicable subject to maximum of 7% and appropriate adjustment
in the project cost shall be made at the time of COD."
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Upfront Tariff for Small Hydro Power Generation Projects (,'pro 15
Capacity dated April 2. 20/5:

Installed

"sit- Adjustment on account of Sinacure fees
For projects having foreign financing from Chinese banks. Sinosure fees will he
allowed at actual not exceeding 7% of the loud benchmark or actual Chinese
debt, whichever is lower."
Upfront Tariff for Coal Power Projects dated June 26. 1014•
"xiv Sinosure fee
Under the foreign financing originating from Chinese banks, upfront Sinosure
fee 4 7% on the total debt servicing has been included in the project cost.
Project cost will be adjusted at the rime of COD on the basis of actual Sinosure
fee subject to maximum of 7% "
In '1 iev. of the foregoing. it is submitted that based on the principles of equity. fairness
and justice (as quoted hp the Authority in the tariff determination for solar power
projects). the Authority should allow the Sinosure fee and other export credit agency fee
in case of foreign financing in the Tariff Determination for wind power projects. It would
be completely unjust and unfair if wind power projects are not allowed Sinosure / other
export credit agency cov erage.
6.4

Moreover. due to the recent launch of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor, a number
of local projects would he funded and/or set-up by Chinese companies and financial
institutions and there would be a huge influx of Chinese investment into Pakistan. in
particular into the power sector. Therefore, it is crucial that as part of the development
and implementation of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor, the upfront tariff for wind
power projects allows the cost of Sinosure insurance as part of the project costs — as the
same would encourage Chinese investment.
In view of the above, it is requested that the Authority allows the costs and fees
associated with Sinosure and other export credit agencies as pan of the project costs or
as pass-through item in the lanff, which would be in line with the Authorio.'s
determinations in respect of other upfront tariffs for solar, coal, hydro and LNG.

7.

TIME FOR OPTING UPFRONT TARIFF
(Reference paragraph (shit on pages 49 - SO of the Tariff Determination)

7.1

As per the Tariff Determination. the Authority has decided that the present upfront tariff
would on)y be allowed to be opted for M projects within a period of 180 days from the
date of the Tariff Determination (i.e. June 24. 2015). It is highlighted that none of the
inieneners filed any objections with regard to availability of the present upfront tariff
which was proposed to be mailable to projects for a period of one )ear from its
publication. Hoars er. the Authority has. without providing any reasonable or justifiable
grounds. reduced this time to 180 days.

7.2

It should be appreciated that there are a number of requirements that a project hai to fulfil
before opting for the upfront tariff. which inter alio include a confirmation regarding the
mailability of the grid and debt mix. It is a known fact that there are issues with the
mailability of the grid and a number of ssind power projects are finding it hard to get an
es acuation slot on the grid and it takes considerable time to obtain confirmations in this
regard from the relevant authority. Similarly. confirming debt mix (local: foreign)
requires obtaining firm commitment from financiers regarding their proportion of
financing for funding the project. Since seeking a confirmation regarding mailabilit) of
the grid and debt mix is a time consuming process beyond the control of a project
developer and there are other key requirements that need to be satisfied for opting for the
upfront tariff. a time period of ISO days to atm]y for the present upfront tariff seems too
stretched and unreasonable.
In view of the above submissions. it is requested that the Authority reconsiders its
proposal of putting a deadline of 180 days to opt for the present upfront tanff. It is
submitted that the said deadline by increased to one year from the date of the final
Tariff Determination and that projects opting for such upfront tariff are required to
achieve financial close within one year from the date such upfront tariff is approved by
the Authority for the respective project. This would allow more projects to opt for the
present upfront tariff and achieve financial close
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8.

CONtirRLCTION PERIOD
(Reference paragraph Ii.V on page 50 ql the Tariff Determination)

8.1

As per the 'tariff Determination, the Authority has fixed the construction period for all
projects (irrespectit e of their size) to 18 months. In this regard it is submitted that fixing
the same construction period for projects of all sizes is unreasonable. discriminatory and
discourages project developers from setting-up higher capacity projects. Since a project
of 50 MW mould get the same construction time as compared to a project of 500 MW. no
project developer tt ould be enticed to set-up a project of a higher capacity. This rationale
st ill not onl' discourage economies of scale but still also he unhelpful in overcoming the
escalating energy crisis faced by Pakistan.
In view of the above submissions, it is requested that the Authority allows different
construction periods based on the scale of the project — i.e. longer construction period
for larger projects.
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